Equilibrium concentrations of dissolved platinum species from a Pt/C electrocatalyst sample in 0.5 M H 2 SO 4 at 80°C were found to increase with applied potential from 0.9 to 1.1 V vs reversible hydrogen electrode. In addition, platinum surface area loss for a short-stack of proton exchange membrane fuel cells ͑PEMFCs͒ operated at open-circuit voltage ͑ϳ0.95 V͒ was shown to be higher than another operated under load ͑ϳ0.75 V͒. Both findings suggest that the formation of soluble platinum species ͑such as Pt 2+ ͒ plays an important role in platinum surface loss in PEMFC electrodes. As accelerated platinum surface area loss in the cathode ͑from 63 to 23 m 2 /g Pt in ϳ100 h͒ was observed upon potential cycling, a cycled membrane electrode assembly ͑MEA͒ cathode was examined in detail by incidence angle X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ to reveal processes responsible for observed platinum loss. In this study, TEM data and analyses of Pt/C catalyst and cross-sectional MEA cathode samples unambiguously confirmed that coarsening of platinum particles occurred via two different processes: ͑i͒ Ostwald ripening on carbon at the nanometer scale, which is responsible for platinum particle coarsening from ϳ3 to ϳ6 nm on carbon, and ͑ii͒ migration of soluble platinum species in the ionomer phase at the micrometer scale, chemical reduction of these species by crossover H 2 molecules, and precipitation of platinum particles in the cathode ionomer phase, which reduces the weight of platinum on carbon. It was estimated that each process contributed to ϳ50% of the overall platinum area loss of the potential cycled electrode. One of the major cost drivers in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells ͑PEMFCs͒, particularly for automotive applications, is the use of platinum-based electrodes to catalyze both the anodic oxidation of hydrogen ͑anode reaction͒ and the cathodic reduction of oxygen ͑cathode reaction͒. Consequently, much of the past research has been focused on determining whether automotive platinum loading targets ͑Ͻ0.2 g Pt /kW͒, driven by cost and platinum supply considerations, could be met with currently known catalyst technology. Recent studies have reached an important milestone toward automotive PEMFC applications by envisioning a feasible technical roadmap toward meeting the stringent automotive target, 1,2 which consist of membrane electrode assembly ͑MEA͒ and diffusion media ͑DM͒ optimization in parallel with engineering of Pt-alloy cathode catalysts. Catalyst durability during PEMFC operation remains a key challenge to developing PEMFCs with acceptable lifetime in transportation and stationary sectors. Current research and development efforts are focused primarily on elucidating and quantifying catalyst degradation mechanisms in order to determine whether currently known carbon-supported platinum ͑Pt/C͒ and platinum-alloy ͑Pt-alloy/C͒ catalysts will meet long-term performance degradation requirements ͑automotive applications Ӷ10 V/h͒.
One of the major cost drivers in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells ͑PEMFCs͒, particularly for automotive applications, is the use of platinum-based electrodes to catalyze both the anodic oxidation of hydrogen ͑anode reaction͒ and the cathodic reduction of oxygen ͑cathode reaction͒. Consequently, much of the past research has been focused on determining whether automotive platinum loading targets ͑Ͻ0.2 g Pt /kW͒, driven by cost and platinum supply considerations, could be met with currently known catalyst technology. Recent studies have reached an important milestone toward automotive PEMFC applications by envisioning a feasible technical roadmap toward meeting the stringent automotive target, 1,2 which consist of membrane electrode assembly ͑MEA͒ and diffusion media ͑DM͒ optimization in parallel with engineering of Pt-alloy cathode catalysts. Catalyst durability during PEMFC operation remains a key challenge to developing PEMFCs with acceptable lifetime in transportation and stationary sectors. Current research and development efforts are focused primarily on elucidating and quantifying catalyst degradation mechanisms in order to determine whether currently known carbon-supported platinum ͑Pt/C͒ and platinum-alloy ͑Pt-alloy/C͒ catalysts will meet long-term performance degradation requirements ͑automotive applications Ӷ10 V/h͒.
The fuel cell voltage at any given current density depends largely on the available platinum surface area ͑particularly in the cathode͒ which is the product of the specific surface area of platinum ͑i.e., the platinum dispersion, generally described in m Pt 2 /g Pt or m 2 /g Pt ͒, S Pt , and the platinum loading of the MEA ͑usually in units of mg Pt /cm MEA 2 ͒. 3 For the state-of-the-art Pt/C catalysts, values 2 of S Pt range from 60 to 120 m 2 /g Pt , generally determined by either cyclic voltammetry, 2, 3 CO stripping voltammetry, 4 or CO gas-phase chemisorption, 5 which typically correspond to an average platinum particle size of ϳ3 nm on the carbon support. 5 Any sintering/ agglomeration of these platinum ͑or Pt-alloy͒ particles leads to platinum surface area loss in the electrode and results in a loss of fuel cell performance.
Platinum area loss in phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs)
Much of our knowledge in Pt/C and Pt-alloy/C durability stems from past experience with PAFCs, which have achieved lifetimes exceeding 40,000 h 6 at an operating temperature of ϳ200°C. Catalyst degradation in PAFCs is witnessed as an apparent loss of platinum surface area over time, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] associated with platinum crystal growth, which is ascribed to fundamentally different processes: ͑i͒ platinum dissolution and redeposition ͑an Ostwald ripening process͒, ͑ii͒ coalescence of platinum nanoparticles via platinum nanocrystallite migration on the carbon support, and ͑iii͒ platinum particle agglomeration triggered by corrosion of carbon support ͑i.e., detachment of platinum nanoparticles from the carbon support͒. The third process, which is accelerated by high cathode potentials via electrochemical oxidation of carbon, has been largely circumvented by using more corrosion-resistant graphitized carbon supports 7 and by avoiding high cathode potentials greater than 0.80-0.85 V vs reversible hydrogen electrode ͑RHE͒.
14 In the absence of carbonsupport corrosion, however, no agreement is found as to whether the observed platinum area loss is dominated by platinum dissolution and redeposition or platinum nanocrystallite migration.
A potential-dependent solubility of platinum species in the electrolyte is essential for the platinum dissolution and redeposition mechanism. Several articles have reported substantial platinum solubility in hot concentrated phosphoric acid ͑176-196°C͒ in the range of 0.80-0.95 V 15 and a potential-dependent platinum area loss over time in PAFCs. 12, 16 In addition, Aragane et al. 8, 17 have analyzed platinum particle size distributions in the cathode near the electrolyte matrix at the center of the cathode and close to backing paper ͑equivalent to DM͒ using transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒, which reveal that the nanometer-scale Ostwald ripening occurred to the same degree throughout the thickness of the cathode. The proton conducting electrode separator in PAFCs is generally referred to as the "matrix," which has the equivalent function of the membrane in PEMFCs. Moreover, Aragane et al. 17 report the presence of platinum particles in the matrix and platinum migration to the anode, where the possibility of platinum precipitation via chemical reduction of platinum ions with crossover hydrogen from the anode is discussed. This observation provides unambiguous support for the presence and migration of soluble platinum species in the electrolyte. Based on these experimental observations, Ross 18 conceptualizes platinum coarsening and area loss at two different length scales, viz. ͑i͒ a nanometer-scale Ostwald-ripening process, where smaller platinum particles dissolve in the ionomer phase and redeposit on larger platinum particles that are separated by a few nanometers; and ͑ii͒ a micrometer-scale diffusion process, where dissolved platinum ions diffuse toward the matrix and get reduced on the anode side at low potentials.
In contrast to these above studies, there have been a number of reports that suggest platinum area loss in PAFCs governed by crystallite migration and coalescence. Crystallite migration and coalescence in the absence of electrolyte is observed clearly in gas-phase sintering studies of Pt/C catalysts but is insignificant at temperatures below 500°C in the gas phase. 13 Nevertheless, many authors fail to observe a significant potential dependence of the platinum area loss over time in PAFC studies, from which it is concluded that simple platinum dissolution and redeposition cannot be the dominating mechanism and the crystallite migration mechanism is favored. 9, 10 The latter predicts that Pt/C catalysts with a lower wt % of platinum on carbon would lead to lower platinum area losses than high wt % Pt/C catalysts. 19 It is interesting to note that Bett et al. 11 have found that neither the effect of platinum loading ͑5 wt % Pt/C vs a 20 wt % Pt/C, suggesting crystallite migration͒ nor the potential dependence ͑suggesting platinum dissolution and redeposition͒ on the platinum area loss is significant. Based on the seemingly contradicting observations, they propose an Ostwald ripening process in which platinum transport would occur via transport of molecular platinum species on the carbon support, referred to as "2D Ostwald ripening." This concept is in contrast to the Ostwald ripening process associated with platinum dissolution and redeposition ͑typically referred to as "3D Ostwald ripening" via transport of soluble platinum species in the electrolyte͒. It is apparent that it would be difficult to rationalize the observed migration of platinum from the cathode to the cathode/matrix interface 8, 17 and the anode with crystallite migration and coalescence alone ͑without stipulating a platinum dissolution and redeposition mechanism͒.
Attempts have also been made to distinguish these two mechanisms by comparing measured platinum area loss rate laws 13 with theoretically derived rate laws 19 but have failed as a result of the close similarity in the rate laws. Other approaches are based on comparing experimental data with theoretically predicted particle size distributions of aged catalysts, i.e., log-normal particle size distributions with tailing toward small ͑Ostwald ripening͒ or toward large ͑crystallite migration and coalescence͒ particle sizes. 20 In all cases, platinum particle size distributions of aged PAFC cathodes do display tailing toward large particles, 8, 9, 11 pointing toward platinum nanoparticle migration and coalescence. However, several possible artifacts/complications prevent a conclusive confirmation of this mechanism: ͑i͒ the resolution of TEM measurements used in the previous studies suppresses the counting of small particles and ͑ii͒ an additional growth mechanism involving chemical reduction of soluble Pt ions by hydrogen molecules permeated across the matrix leads to superposition of two particle size distributions, which results in an apparent tailing toward large particle sizes. The existence of two superimposed growth modes has been suggested by Aragane et al. 8, 17 in PAFCs and is presented for PEMFCs in this study. In summary, the question of whether Ostwald ripening ͑via platinum dissolution and redeposition͒ or crystallite migration governs platinum coarsening and platinum area loss in PAFCs is not resolved in the literature. The observation of platinum particles in the matrix and platinum movement from the cathode to the anode in PAFCs provides unambiguous support for the presence of soluble platinum species.
Platinum area loss in PEMFCs under steady-state conditions.-Although PEMFCs operate at ϳ80°C considerably lower than the operating temperature of PAFCs at ϳ200°C, substantial platinum area loss over time under steady-state operation has been shown 5, 21, 22 to occur in PEMFCs. Similar to PAFCs, 8, 18 the following observations have been made: ͑i͒ platinum area loss of PEMFC cathodes is much larger than that of anodes 5, 22 ; ͑ii͒ platinum has been detected in the polymer membrane 23 after extended life testing ͑analogous to the findings in PAFCs 8, 17 ͒; ͑iii͒ soluble platinum species have been found in the water collected from the reactant gases exiting the cell 21 ͑presumably complexed by a molar excess of fluoride and sulfate ions produced by membrane degradation͒. Both the potential dependence of platinum area loss ͑small at the low potential of the anode and large at the high cathode potential͒ and the presence of platinum in the stack effluent and membrane suggest that platinum dissolution and precipitation plays an important role in the platinum area loss of PEMFCs. Indication of platinum dissolution in strong acids can be found in the Pourbaix diagram of platinum, where a small potential region of soluble platinum species is suggested. 24 In addition, significant platinum dissolution in 0.5 M H 2 SO 4 at room temperature has been reported by Woods, 25 where a weak potential dependence of the dissolution rate between 1.1 and 1.5 V is noted.
Voltage cycling induced platinum area loss.-It is known that voltage cycling of polycrystalline and Pt/C in aqueous acids at room temperature leads to accelerated platinum dissolution rates compared to extended holds at constant potentials. 25, 26 This phenomenon has been reported for the first time in PEMFCs by Patterson, 23 where accelerated platinum area loss of a H 2 -air PEM cathode is observed when subjected to square-wave voltage cycles between 0.87 and 1.20 V ͑65°C and 60 s/cycle͒. Post-mortem analysis of the MEA after ϳ100 h reveals the presence of platinum in the membrane, which implies that platinum diffusion occurs on the micrometer scale ͑i.e., ϳ10 m from the cathode into the membrane in comparison to ϳ10 nm from a platinum nanoparticle to a neighboring nanoparticle͒.
Darling and Meyers 27 have recently developed an initial numerical model for the platinum area loss induced by voltage cycling, which includes a potential-dependent dissolution of platinum ͑Pt ↔ Pt +2 + 2e − , i.e., a 2.303 RT/2F potential dependence͒, chemical dissolution of platinum oxide ͑PtO + 2H + ↔ Pt 2+ + H 2 O͒, and surface tension driven growth of platinum nanoparticles. This analysis has been subsequently refined 28 and used to reasonably model and reproduce Patterson's voltage cycling data. 23 Although this model considers diffusion of Pt 2+ from the cathode to the anode and electrochemical reduction into platinum ͑Pt 2+ + 2e − → Pt͒, it fails to account for the fact that platinum particles have been detected inside the membrane reported by Patterson. 23 In this study, we first examine the effect of potential on platinum dissolution in 0.5 M H 2 SO 4 and platinum surface losses in two short stacks, where platinum surface area losses over the life of the stacks were monitored using cyclic voltammetry. The effect of potential cycling of an MEA on platinum surface area loss in the cathode is then examined in detail by cyclic voltammetry, glancing angle X-ray diffraction of MEA anode and cathode, and TEM of Pt/C electrocatalyst powder and cross-sectioned cathode samples. Of particular significance is the fact that cross-sectional TEM data through the cathode thickness ͑in the direction perpendicular to membrane surface͒ from the DM/cathode interface to the cathode/membrane interface show different platinum particle size distributions across the cathode thickness and reveal two very distinct growth modes. Finally, two processes responsible for platinum coarsening, namely Ostwald ripening on the nanometer-scale and diffusion of oxidized platinum species on the micrometer-scale with precipitation of platinum particles in the ionomer, are identified, and their contributions to platinum surface loss during voltage cycling are quantified and discussed in detail.
Experimental
Three different Pt/C catalysts were used to study the mechanisms of platinum instability in this study: ͑i͒ a commercial platinum catalyst ͑46 wt % Pt/C from Tanaka͒ on a proprietary high surface area carbon support was used in the platinum solubility experiments in aqueous sulfuric acid; ͑ii͒ in situ fuel cell short-stack tests were conducted on commercially available Gore Series-5510 Pt/C catalyst-coated membranes ͑CCMs͒, having 0.4/0.4 mg Pt /cm 2 for both anode and cathode and a ϳ25 m membrane ͑although the wt % of Pt/C and the exact nature of the carbon are proprietary, the wt % of Pt/C was estimated to be 40-60 wt % from catalyst layer thicknesses and catalyst loading͒; and ͑iii͒ a commercial catalyst supported on Vulcan carbon ͑46 wt % Pt/Vulcan from Tanaka͒ was used in potential cycling experiments and in subsequent detailed X-ray powder diffraction and TEM analyses. The initial Pt-specific surface areas ͑on the carbon support͒ from these three electrocatalysts measured in CCMs are quite comparable: 72 m 2 /g Pt for the 46 wt % Pt/C catalyst from Tanaka ͑see Table II in this study͒. Therefore, despite the fact that different Pt/C catalysts were used in our study, we believe that the comparison among electrochemical measurements of these different electrocatalysts is valid.
Platinum equilibrium solubility measurements.-Platinum dissolution rates for platinum supported on carbon were measured in 0.5 M H 2 SO 4 at 80°C as a function of applied potential from 0.9 to 1.1 V vs RHE. The working electrode consisted of 46 wt % Pt/C ͑from Tanaka͒ coated on one side of a 12.5 cm 2 carbon-fiber paper substrate ͑Toray Inc., Japan͒ at a loading of 0.67 mg Pt /cm 2 . It was immersed into 120 mL 0.5 M H 2 SO 4 in a three-compartment electrochemical cell maintained at 80°C. The working electrode compartment was separated from the counter electrode ͑gold gauze͒ through a thick glass frit to minimize migration of soluble platinum species to the counter electrode. A saturated calomel electrode ͑SCE͒ served as the reference electrode, separated by a closed electrolyte bridge from the working electrode compartment in order to circumvent chloride contamination. The potential of the reference electrodes was carefully calibrated using a RHE before and after each experiment.
Prior to and during the experiments, the working electrode compartment was purged with nitrogen ͑20 mL/min͒ and stirred with a Teflon coated magnetic stirrer at 1000 rpm to assure uniform mixing. Prior to immersion of the working electrode, acid samples were drawn and analyzed by ICP in order to confirm that no platinum was present at the start of the experiments. The platinum concentrations in the acid were monitored by collecting 20 mL samples that were analyzed using an ICP method ͑10 ppb quantification limit at IMR Test Labs, Ithaca, NY͒. The withdrawn acid volume was replenished with fresh electrolyte each time a sample was taken. Although steady-state platinum concentrations in the acid were usually reached within the first 24 h, each potential hold was applied for 50-100 h in this study.
Steady-state potential-Platinum surface area loss.-Two 15-cell short stacks ͑800 cm 2 active area͒ were operated for 2000 h at steady state with H 2 -air ͑stoichiometric reactant flows of s = 2/2͒ at 80°C ͑fully humidified͒ and 150 kPa abs . Gore Series-5510 CCMs with 0.4 mg Pt /cm 2 Pt/C loadings were sandwiched between carbonfiber paper based diffusion media ͑Toray Inc., Japan͒ with proprietary hydrophobic treatments and microporous layers. 3 To examine the effect of potential on platinum dissolution, one stack was operated without applied load having an open-circuit voltage ͑OCV͒ of ϳ0.95 V and the other stack was operated 0.2 A/cm 2 ͑ϳ0.75 V cathode potential vs RHE͒. In situ cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out intermittently at 25°C to determine the electrochemical platinum surface area in the cathode ͑evaluated in terms of m 2 /g Pt ͒.
3
Electrochemical potential cycling-Accelerated platinum surface area loss.-CCMs were prepared by coating an ink made of 46 wt % Pt/Vulcan and Nafion ionomer solution onto a decal and subsequently hot-pressing onto a 50-m-thick Nafion membrane. 3 Both anode and cathode loadings were 0.4 mg Pt /cm 2 , resulting in approximately 13-m-thick electrodes. CCMs were assembled into 50 cm 2 cells, 3 which were fed with fully humidified H 2 ͑anode͒ and N 2 ͑cathode͒ at 80°C at ambient pressure. The cathode was cycled between 0.6 and 1.0 V ͑referenced to the anode, i.e., the RHE potential scale͒ at a sweep rate of 20 mV/s. Such a potential range represents cycling a fuel cell stack between OCV and peak power. Gamry potentiostat boards with in-house LabView software were used for potential cycling and data acquisition. In situ cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out at different times at 25°C 3 to determine hydrogen adsorption and the electrochemically active, specific area of platinum in the cathode. CCMs cycled with this procedure were used in the subsequent X-ray powder diffraction and TEM measurements in this study.
X-ray powder diffraction analysis.-X-ray diffraction patterns of the pristine powder and cycled 46 wt % Pt/Vulcan MEA samples were collected using a Rigaku Rotaflex X-ray diffractometer with copper rotating anode ͑Cu K␣͒. Normal incidence X-ray diffraction mode was used for the pristine Pt/Vulcan sample while glancing angle mode X-ray diffraction with 1°angle of incidence was employed for the cycled Pt/Vulcan samples. An in-house glancing angle mode sample holder was used to secure the cycled Pt/Vulcan samples in the diffractometer. A continuous scan rate of 1°per minute from 35°to 90°of 2 was used for all samples.
The depth of X-ray penetration in the PEMFC electrode samples can be estimated by computing the X-ray intensity I͑x͒ at depth x from the following relationship where ͑/͒ electrode is the mass attenuation coefficient of porous electrodes and electrode is the density of porous electrodes.
As the fabrication procedure of anode and cathode is identical and both electrodes ͑having 46 wt % Pt/Vulcan, a Nafion:C weight ratio of 0.8:1, and Nafion with an approximate net composition of CF 2 
͓4͔
The characteristic depth of X-ray penetration, I͑x͒ = I o e −1 , in the anode and cathode was found to be 140 m from Eq. 1. As this characteristic depth is greater than the thickness of MEA samples, X-ray diffraction experiments of the MEA sample at normal incidence would lead to collection of diffracted intensities of both anode and cathode. Therefore, X-ray diffraction data collection at low incident angles is required to obtain diffracted intensities from only the cathode ͑or the anode͒ alone. As less than 0.5% of X-ray intensity passes though these electrodes at an incident angle of 1°͑ 13 m/sin1°= 745 m for X-ray beam path͒, X-ray powder diffraction patterns of anode and cathode in the cycled Pt/Vulcan MEA sample were collected at this incident angle.
TEM analysis.-The pristine Pt/Vulcan electrocatalyst powder sample and a sample of powders scraped away and collected with a razor blade from the cathode surface ͑adjacent to DM͒ of the cycled MEA sample were examined and compared using TEM. Powders were first immersed in toluene and subsequently ultrasonicated for 10 s under high frequency to disperse the powder particles. The suspensions were then deposited on a carbon/copper grid for TEM observation.
Cross-sectional TEM samples were prepared from the cycled MEA sample. A small strip was first cut from the cycled MEA. The strip was next mounted on an epoxy and cured at approximately 60°C for 12 h. In order to track the cathode side, a small paper strip was placed on the top of the cathode side. Since the epoxy was transparent after curing, identification of the cathode side was readily made. 100-nm-thick slices of these strips were then cut by microtoming with a diamond knife such that a width-wise crosssectional area was transparent to the electron beam. The crosssectional thin slices were subsequently deposited on a carbon/copper grid for TEM observation. Both the powder and the cross-sectional samples were observed in a JEOL 2010 FX operated at 200 keV.
Results and Discussion
Platinum solubility in aqueous acids as a function of potential.-The measured concentration of soluble platinum species for the 46 wt % Pt/C catalyst in 0.5 M H 2 SO 4 at 80°C is shown as a function of applied voltage in Fig. 1 ͑solid circles͒. Substantial platinum dissolution is noted, which will be used subsequently to predict platinum surface area loss for a stack operated under identical temperature and voltage conditions. The observed platinum equilibrium concentration increases with rising electrode potential in the measured range from 0.9 to 1.1 V vs RHE. This potential dependence, however, is much weaker than the Nernstian behavior for a Pt/Pt +2 dissolution equilibrium of a platinum foil at 25°C shown in the platinum Pourbaix diagram 24 ͑see long-dashed line in Fig. 1͒ and in 96% H 3 PO 4 at 196°C reported by Bindra et al. 15 ͑see thin solid line in Fig. 1͒ . The Nernstian principle predicts a ten-fold increase of the Pt +2 concentration for every 2.303 RT/͑2F͒ increase in potential, which translates to 29.5 mV at 25°C and 46.5 mV at 196°C. Using the data of Pourbaix and Bindra et al., the reversible potentials of the platinum dissolution reaction were calculated at both temperatures, from which the standard Gibbs free energies of the reaction, ⌬G r o ͑T͒, were computed according to ⌬G r o ͑T͒ = −E T o /͑2F͒. The temperature dependence of ⌬G r o ͑T͒ was then estimated assuming a temperature-independent heat capacity change ͑⌬c P r ͒ and a temperature-independent entropy change ͑⌬S r o ͒ of the reaction according to
Assuming the value of ⌬c P r T ln͑T/T 0 ͒ is small in the temperature range from 25 to 196°C and can be neglected, Eq. 5a can be simplified to the following expression
where C is a temperature-independent parameter. Knowing the standard Gibbs free energies of the platinum dissolution reaction at 196°C ͑T͒ and 25°C ͑T o ͒, the values of C were calculated from Eq. 5b, from which ⌬G r o ͑T = 80°C͒ and the reversible potential of the reaction at 80°C were obtained. The resulting interpolated solubility of platinum vs potential equilibrium at 80°C is shown as the shortdashed line in Fig. 1 .
Although our experimental data of the Pt/C sample and the interpolated prediction are in good quantitative agreement at 0.95 V and 80°C, the experimental potential dependence of dissolved platinum species from the 46 wt % Pt/C electrocatalyst is much weaker than the Nernstian behavior for a Pt/Pt +2 dissolution equilibrium. Experimentally, we believe that impurity effects and analytical measurement errors can be excluded from our experiments. At present, this discrepancy is not understood, which could be attributed in part to the facts that ͑i͒ the experiments reported by Pourbaix 24 and by Bindra et al. 15 were conducted with polycrystalline platinum foils while our experiments were conducted on carbon supported platinum nanoparticles, and ͑ii͒ soluble platinum species include oxidized platinum species other than Pt 2+ , which will be examined in future studies.
Platinum area loss in steady-state short-stack experiments.-Although the potential dependence of the platinum solubility is not clearly understood, it is apparent that platinum solubility increases with cathode potential, which suggests faster platinum area loss rates in stacks operated at higher potentials. Figure 2a shows the voltages of two different short stacks operated over 2000 h at OCV ͑upper line, ϳ0.95 V vs RHE͒ and at a constant current of 0.2 A/cm 2 ͑lower line, ϳ0.75 V vs RHE͒. A linear approximation of the voltage decay rates for those two stacks yields 20 and 25 V/h for stack operation at OCV and 0.2 A/cm 2 , respectively. These rather similar voltage decay rates are surprising as the potential dependence of platinum solubility suggests lower decay rates for lower cathode potentials as reported for PAFC stacks. 17 Evaluation of the measured platinum surface area, S Pt , over time ͑see Fig. 2b͒ , however, resolves this apparent inconsistency and demonstrates that the platinum area loss of the stack operated at OCV is much more pronounced than that for operation at 0.2 A/cm 2 . In order to determine the origin of the similar voltage decay rates of the two stacks, we examine the kinetically predicted voltage decay rate for the stack operated at OCV. At OCV, the cell voltage is controlled by the hydrogen permeation rate through the membrane, which is often referred to as crossover current, i x , typically in the range of 1-5 mA/cm 2 . 23 The crossover current depends on the hydrogen partial pressure, the type of the membrane, and the membrane thickness, all of which may be considered constant over time. As mass transport induced voltage losses are negligible at OCV and the hydrogen overpotential is essentially zero due to facile electrode kinetics 1 of hydrogen oxidation, the OCV voltage ͑E cell ͒ is controlled primarily by the cathode potential ͑E cathode ͒ for a given H 2 permeation rate. Consequently, the OCV voltage decay can be calculated from the known cathode kinetics by relating cathode potential to the time-varying platinum electrochemical surface area, S Pt ͑t͒ 
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where E rev is the reversible cell potential at a given P H 2 , P O 2 , and temperature, i 0 is the specific activity of the cathode electrocatalyst, 2, 3 b is the Tafel slope of the oxygen reduction reaction with a value of 0.070 V at 80°C ͑i.e., a value of 2.303RT/F 2,3 ͒, and t is the duration of the experiment. It is assumed in Eq. 6a and 6b that the activation overpotential for hydrogen oxidation and mass transport overpotential is negligible. Moreover, it should be mentioned that Eq. 6b is only valid if the specific activity of the cathode catalyst does not vary significantly with the platinum area, S Pt . This assumption was confirmed in a recent study by Yu et al., 30 in which less than a 25% variation of i 0 was found for largely varying specific surface areas during fuel cell durability tests of both Pt/C and PtCo/C catalysts. Using the OCV data shown in Fig. 2b ͑square symbols͒ and Eq. 6b, a voltage decay rate of 22 V/h was found, in excellent agreement with the experimentally observed voltage degradation of 20 V/h for the stack in Fig. 2a ͑square symbols͒.
For the stack operated at 0.2 A/cm 2 , a kinetic voltage decay rate ͑resulting from reduction of platinum surface area only͒ of 10 V/h was found, which was calculated from the data in Fig. 2b ͑triangular symbols͒ using a relationship analogous to Eq. 6b. This kinetic voltage decay rate is significantly lower than the experimentally observed value of 25 V/h in Fig. 2a ͑triangular symbols͒. As the kinetic decay rate calculated from Eq. 6b represents the minimum value, we speculate that additional mass transport losses lead to a decay rate of 15 V/h, which exceeds the kinetically predicted value.
Hypothesis of platinum surface area loss mechanisms.-In addition to potential dependence of platinum dissolution in 0.5 M H 2 SO 4 and platinum surface area losses in two short stacks shown in the previous sections, post-mortem scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒ analysis of the CCMs from the two short-stack experiments revealed that platinum particles were present in the membrane close to the cathode/membrane interface. An SEM image of a crosssectional MEA from the stack operated at OCV is shown in Fig. 3b for example, where a band of platinum in the membrane ͑close to the cathode/membrane interface͒ can be noted. A similar phenomenon was reported by Yu et al. 30 in a cathode cycled between 0.87 and 1.2 V vs RHE. The presence of platinum particles in the membrane provides unambiguous evidence for migration of soluble platinum species in the ionomer on the micrometer scale in PEMFCs during voltage cycling. The location of platinum precipitation in the membrane depends upon the relative partial pressures of hydrogen and oxygen of the reactants for a given membrane. The Pt band is expected to be well within the membrane for H 2 -air operation ͑see Here we propose and discuss two processes similar to those introduced by Ross 18 for platinum surface loss in PEMFCs, as illustrated in Fig. 3a: 1. Ostwald ripening of platinum particles on the carbon support on the nanometer scale via transport of platinum species mobile in the ionomer phase or on the carbon support.
2. Diffusion of soluble, oxidized platinum species ͑such as Pt 2+ ͒ in the ionomer phase on the micrometer-scale process toward the membrane and the anode driven by a concentration gradient of soluble platinum species, chemical reduction of oxidized platinum species by crossover H 2 molecules near the cathode/membrane interface, and precipitation of platinum particles in the ionomer phase near the cathode/membrane interface. Platinum particles precipitated in the membrane have no electrical contact and, therefore, are no longer electrochemically active. 31 The concentration of soluble platinum species in the cathode decreases from the DM/cathode interface to the cathode/membrane interface as crossover H 2 molecules permeated from the membrane into the cathode chemically reduce these soluble species to platinum particles in the ionomer phase of the cathode. The flux of soluble platinum species ͑such as Pt 2+ ͒ from the DM/cathode interface ͑e.g., c Pt 2+͒ toward the cathode/membrane interface ͑by assuming c Pt 2+ = 0͒ on the micrometer scale was estimated using a similar analytical method to that of Ross 18 to predict platinum loss associated with the migration and precipitation process on the micrometer scale. The Pt 2+ flux ͑N Pt ͒ dissolved from the platinum particles was estimated by means of a simple Fickian semi-infinite 1D diffusion
where D eff is the effective diffusion coefficient of Pt 2+ in the ionomer phase of the electrode, c Pt 2+ is the equilibrium Pt 2+ concentration at a given potential, and L is the thickness of the cathode. The effective diffusion coefficient of Pt 2+ in the ionomer phase can be estimated to be ϳ8 ϫ 10 −7 cm 2 /s from the following equation 
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We computed Pt 2+ flux and platinum loss for the stack operated at OCV ͑ϳ0.95 V͒ by incorporating the measured Pt 2+ equilibrium concentration at 0.95 V ͑c Pt 2+ = 10 −6 mol/L in Fig. 1͒ and an average electrode thickness 3 ͑L = 10 m͒ in Eq. 7. This simplified model predicted a linear relationship of platinum surface area loss with time, as shown in Fig. 2 ͑dashed line͒. This simple analysis does not take into account the nanometer-scale Ostwald ripening mechanism that occurs in parallel to the micrometer-scale diffusion/ precipitation mechanism nor changes in Pt 2+ equilibrium concentration as a function of increasing particle size. Calculated platinum surface area loss using the Fickian diffusion model in the micrometer scale agrees fairly well with the loss observed in the stack operated under OCV ͑Fig. 2b͒, which suggests that the migration of platinum species and precipitation of platinum particles in the ionomer phase are a significant mechanism of cathode surface area loss.
Effect of potential cycling on platinum dissolution.-The platinum surface area in the cathode cycled between 0.6 and 1.0 V and performed under H 2 -N 2 at 80°C and 100% RH decreased considerably, as shown in Fig. 4 . It was found that the electrochemical surface area of platinum was reduced considerably upon potential cycling, from 63 m 2 /g Pt in the pristine cathode to 23 m 2 /g Pt in the cycled cathode after 10,000 cycles. This reduction in platinum specific area ͑63% of the initial area was lost͒ would amount to a minimum cathode kinetic voltage loss of 31 mV using Eq. 6b on the cathode when tested in H 2 -air fuel cells. The voltage loss in turn translates to an unacceptably high voltage degradation rate of ϳ300 V/h in ϳ100 h ͑10,000 cycles͒ as compared to targeted automotive degradation rates of Ӷ10 V/h. Pristine and cycled MEAs ͑after 10,000 cycles͒ were compared in the following X-ray diffraction and TEM studies to further examine the two mechanisms described in Fig. 3a .
X-ray diffraction analysis.-The X-ray powder diffraction pattern of the pristine Pt/Vulcan powder sample collected at normal incidence is compared to those of the anode and cathode in the cycled Pt/Vulcan MEA sample collected at 1°incidence in Fig. 5 . The sharpening of the platinum diffraction peaks is evident for the cycled cathode, which indicates a considerable increase in the volume-averaged crystal size of platinum in the cycled MEA cathode. The average platinum crystal sizes ͑volume averaged͒ of pristine and cycled Pt/Vulcan samples were estimated using the Scher- . ͑a͒ X-ray powder diffraction pattern of the pristine Pt/Vulcan powder sample collected at normal incidence was compared to those of anode ͑b͒ and cathode ͑c͒ in the cycled Pt/Vulcan MEA sample collected at 1°incidence.
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Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 152 ͑11͒ A2256-A2271 ͑2005͒ A2261 rer equation, 29 by measuring the full width half maximum of the ͕111͖ Pt ,͕200͖ Pt , and the ͕220͖ Pt X-ray powder diffraction peaks in Fig. 5 . As shown in Table I , the pristine Pt/Vulcan sample was found to have a crystal size of 2.3 nm averaged over these three crystallographic planes. Upon cycling between 0.6 and 1.0 V, the volume averaged platinum crystal size in the cycled MEA cathode increased significantly to 10.5 nm. Therefore, significant coarsening and surface loss of platinum crystals occurred in the MEA cathode during potential cycling, which is consistent with previous studies of potential-dependent platinum instability in the PAFCs. 12 In contrast, the average platinum crystal size in the cycled MEA anode grew only slightly to 3.9 nm, and the significantly lower surface area loss of anodes vs cathodes is consistent with the findings of Tada et al. 5 and Wilson et al. 22 In the following sections, we report TEM observations and analyses of morphological changes of platinum crystals ͑or particles͒ in the cycled MEA cathode relative to the pristine Pt/Vulcan sample.
TEM analysis of the pristine Pt/Vulcan powder sample.-TEM images collected from the pristine Pt/Vulcan powder sample at four different magnifications are shown in Fig. 6a-d . High-resolution lattice imaging revealed that most spherically shaped platinum particles were platinum single crystals. Although a relatively uniform dispersion of platinum nanoparticles with sizes on the order of 2-4 nm was observed on the carbon support, some agglomeration of individual platinum crystals was noted, as highlighted in Fig. 6c and d. It is believed that the interface among these individual platinum crystals in the agglomerates is not electrochemically active, which leads to a lower electrochemical surface area of platinum electrocatalysts than the apparent, specific surface area of platinum crystals derived from the TEM and X-ray diffraction data.
The histogram of platinum particles measured from a random selection of 200 spherically shaped platinum particles in the TEM images of the pristine Pt/Vulcan sample revealed a mean particle diameter ͑number averaged͒, = 2.8 nm, and variance 2 = 0.27, as shown in Fig. 7 ͑data bars in solid shade͒. It should be mentioned that agglomerates of platinum particles and overlapped platinum particles were not included in any of the measurements. A Gaussian distribution having a mean particle diameter = 3.0 nm and a variance of 2 = 0.22 can be fitted to the experimental data of the pristine sample with a correlation factor of R 2 = 0.95 ͑Fig. 7͒. As expected, the Gaussian fitted mean of platinum particles is in good agreement with the mean calculated from individual TEM measurements. Figure 6 . ͑a͒-͑d͒ Sequence of TEM images from the pristine Pt/Vulcan sample, taken at different magnifications, showing the distribution of platinum nanoparticles on the carbon support. As shown in image ͑d͒, particle agglomeration is noted in some cases.
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TEM analysis of powder scraped from the cycled MEA cathode surface.-Typical TEM micrographs of the pristine Pt/Vulcan powder sample and a sample of powders scraped from the cycled MEA cathode are compared and shown in Fig. 8a and b, respectively. As expected from the X-ray diffraction results ͑Fig. 5 and Table I͒, substantial platinum particle growth was noted in the cycled MEA cathode ͑Fig. 8b͒. In contrast to the narrow particle size distribution found for the pristine Pt/Vulcan powder sample, the sample of powders retrieved from the cycled MEA cathode surface exhibited a considerably larger mean platinum diameter and a broader particle size distribution having a mean diameter, = 5.9 nm, and a variance of 2 = 2.8, as shown in Fig. 7 . A Gaussian distribution with a mean platinum diameter = 6.1 nm and a variance of 2 = 2.8 was fitted to the experimental data, but the fit having a correlation factor of R 2 = 0.89 is not as good as that of the pristine platinum particle histogram ͑Fig. 7͒.
Analysis of platinum specific area in the pristine Pt/Vulcan and cycled MEA cathode samples.-The values of platinum particle mean diameter in Fig. 7 are the number averaged diameters of the platinum particles in the pristine and cycled samples, which can be computed from TEM measurements of individual particle diameters, d i , using the following equation
where d n is the number averaged diameter of platinum particles in nm. As shown in Table II , the number averaged diameters of platinum particles in the pristine Pt/Vulcan powder and cycled MEA cathode samples can be considerably different from the volume/area averaged diameters of TEM measurements, which can be calculated from the following equation 
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where d v/a is the volume/area averaged diameter of platinum particles in nm. This diameter better represents specific surface area of platinum ͑in m 2 /g Pt ͒ than the number averaged diameter. X-ray powder diffraction measures the volume averaged diameter, d v , which is different from this volume/area averaged value for a given particle size distribution with finite peak width. It can be estimated from summarizing the products of individual platinum crystal diameters and their volume fractions, as shown in the following simplified expression
where v i is the volume fraction of platinum crystal d i .
For the pristine sample, the volume averaged diameter ͑2.3 nm͒ determined from X-ray powder diffraction ͑Table I͒ is slightly different from the volume/area averaged one ͑3.0 nm͒ from TEM measurement ͑Table II͒. It is believed that this difference results from the fact that platinum particles smaller than 1 nm were poorly represented in the TEM measurements, therefore the volume/area averaged diameter from TEM would be slightly larger than that of X-ray diffraction. For the cycled MEA cathode, the volume averaged diameter ͑10.5 nm͒ determined from X-ray powder diffraction ͑Table I͒ is significantly different from the volume/area averaged one ͑6.9 nm͒ from TEM data ͑Table II͒ collected from powder scrapped from the cycled MEA cathode surface. As X-ray powder diffraction determines the volume averaged crystal size, it preferentially detects large crystal sizes to small crystals in powder samples. The large difference between the volume averaged and volume/area averaged diameters is attributed to a comparatively wide distribution of platinum crystal sizes in the cycled MEA cathode relative to that of the pristine sample ͑Fig. 7͒.
Apparent, specific surface area of Pt/C electrocatalysts can be computed from the volume/area averaged ͑TEM data͒ or volume averaged diameter ͑X-ray diffraction data͒ of platinum crystals from TEM and X-ray diffraction data according to the following relationship
where S v is the specific surface area in m 2 /g Pt , d can be d v/a or d v , and Pt is the density of platinum ͑21.45 g/cm 3 ͒. Apparent, specific surface areas of platinum particles calculated from the volume/area and volume averaged diameters using Eq. 1 are compared with those computed from electrochemical measurements in Table II . For the pristine sample, comparison between the specific surface area from the TEM data ͑93 m 2 /g͒ and electrochemical measurements ͑63 m 2 /g͒ suggests that roughly 70% of the apparent area of platinum particles is electrochemically active. We believe that the proportion is appropriate considering that ͑i͒ the platinum particles are not perfectly spherical and ͑ii͒ platinum particles have moderate contact areas with the carbon support, which reduces the electrochemical surface area of platinum particles. In contrast, comparison between the X-ray diffraction results and electrochemical measurements translates to 52% of the apparent, specific area that is electrochemically active. In addition to the platinum particle shape factor and platinum particle contact area with carbon support mentioned above, it is speculated that the large difference could result from the fact that agglomeration of platinum particles on the carbon support ͑Fig. 6c and d͒ excluded in the TEM analysis would further reduce the electrochemically measured, specific area of the sample relative to the apparent, specific area computed from the volume averaged diameter ͑X-ray diffraction data͒.
TEM, X-ray diffraction, and electrochemical measurements revealed significant surface loss of platinum particles in the cycled cathode, as shown in Table II . As expected from the wide platinum particle size distribution of the cycled MEA cathode powder relative to the pristine sample in Fig. 7 , the apparent, specific surface area ͑41 m 2 /g Pt ͒ computed from the volume/area averaged diameter is greater than that obtained from the volume averaged diameter ͑27 m 2 /g Pt ͒ obtained from X-ray diffraction analyses. The ratio ͑0.37͒ of the electrochemically active area between the fresh and cycled MEA samples is in good agreement with that ͑0.44͒ computed from the TEM-based, volume/area averaged diameter but in poor agreement with that ͑0.22͒ of the specific surface area obtained from the volume averaged diameter. Therefore, the increase in the volume/area averaged diameter of platinum particles corresponds well with the reduction in the active area of Pt/C electrocatalysts in the cycled MEA cathode.
The apparent, specific surface area ͑41 m 2 /g Pt ͒ of platinum particles computed from the volume/area averaged diameter based on TEM data is considerably larger than the electrochemically active surface area ͑23 m 2 /g Pt ͒. As the powder sample used for data collection in Fig. 7 was obtained from the cycled MEA cathode surface adjacent to the DM layer, this substantial difference between the apparent specific surface area of powder near the DM/cathode interface and the electrochemical surface area of the entire cycled cathode suggests variation in the platinum particle size distribution as a function of the cathode thickness ͑from the DM/cathode interface to the cathode/membrane interface͒ in the cycled MEA cathode. In order to examine if coarsening of platinum nanoparticles is indeed nonuniform across the cathode thickness, TEM cross section studies of the cycled MEA cathode were performed.
TEM analysis of cycled MEA cross-sectional samples.-Visual inspection of cross-sectional TEM data.-Cross-sectional cycled MEA cathode samples were examined and TEM micrographs were recorded across the thickness of the cathode. Four micrographs taken from four different locations in the schematic of Fig. 9 are shown in Fig. 10a-d , respectively. These micrographs clearly demonstrate that the sizes and morphologies of the platinum particles vary greatly from the DM/cathode interface to the cathode/ membrane interface. Near the DM/cathode interface ͑Fig. 10a͒, most platinum particles remain spherical and have a fairly uniform size distribution. Moving away from the DM/cathode surface toward the cathode/membrane interface, the number of nonspherical platinum agglomerates on carbon and nonspherical platinum particles off carbon increases considerably at the expense of spherical platinum particles on carbon, as shown in Fig. 10b-d . Two distinct morphologies ͑spherically shaped platinum particles on carbon and nonspherical platinum particles off carbon͒ are shown clearly and compared in Figure 9 . Schematic of the cycled cross-sectional MEA cathode and TEM images were obtained sequentially in the direction perpendicular to the membrane surface from the DM/cathode interface to the cathode/membrane interface. Four images collected from locations a-d are shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 11a and b , respectively. The presence of these two platinum particle morphologies is consistent with two parallel platinum growth mechanisms on the nanometer and micrometer scale as depicted in Fig. 3a , and the growth mechanisms of these particles in the cycled MEA cathode will be discussed in detail.
Histograms of platinum particle sizes from cross-sectional TEM data.-The histograms of platinum particles obtained from 100 measurements in the TEM micrographs of Fig. 10a-d are shown in Fig. 12a-d , respectively. In these histograms, only spherical platinum particles on carbon and nonspherical platinum particles off carbon were considered while large nonspherical platinum agglomerates on carbon were excluded. The Gaussian distribution of platinum particles in the pristine Pt/Vulcan sample from Fig. 7 is overlaid in Fig. 12a-d for comparison. It is evident that substantial platinum particle growth was found throughout the MEA cathode after potential cycling and the number of platinum particles on the order of 2-3 nm, predominant in the pristine Pt/Vulcan sample, was reduced significantly in the cycled MEA cathode. Of significance is that the number of large platinum particles off carbon increases from the DM/cathode interface to the cathode/membrane interface. Variation in the platinum particle size distribution in the cycled MEA cathode found in this study is consistent with the findings of Aragane et al., 8, 17 where a similar trend in the variation of platinum particle size distributions across the cathode thickness was found in a PAFC cathode operated for 1500 h.
The histograms obtained from TEM images of the cycled MEA cathode shown in Fig. 12a-d exhibit a tail at large platinum particle sizes and this tail is particularly pronounced toward the cathode/ membrane interface. Nonspherical platinum particles off carbon correspond to most of the particles with sizes greater than 10 nm and their presence gives rise to the tail in these histograms. Such particle size distributions were used to support the mechanism of crystal migration and coalescence in many previous studies. 22, 35 However, the rationale is only valid if all platinum particles coarsen by one single process and they are still attached to the carbon. The observation of these large platinum particles off carbon in the cycled MEA cathode supports the formation and diffusion of mobile platinum species and precipitation of platinum particles in the ionomer phase as these platinum particles off carbon could not be formed by crystal migration and coalescence. This result supports the micrometer-scale growth mechanism assisted by crossover H 2 molecules in the cathode permeated through the membrane as proposed in Fig. 3a .
A more careful examination of these cross-sectional micrographs ͑Fig. 10a-d͒ and histogram data revealed that the size distributions of spherical platinum particles on carbon, as indicated by the peak between 5 and 6 nm in the histograms ͑Fig. 12a-d͒, were comparable across the cathode thickness. This observation suggests that the platinum growth mode on the carbon particles is independent of cathode thickness even though the total amount of platinum particles on the carbon support decreases toward the membrane/cathode interface. This finding is consistent with previous studies of Aragane et al. 8, 17 in TEM cross sections of aged PAFC electrodes, where the low particle size peak remains at the same position while its height near the matrix/cathode interface is much lower than at the DM/ cathode interface. This result supports the idea that the coarsening of spherical platinum particles on carbon across the cycled MEA cathode thickness proceeds in one single process, namely, Ostwald ripening on the nanometer scale as proposed in Fig. 3a . As Ostwald ripening is driven by reduction of the surface energy of platinum particles, very small platinum particles should disappear and the small particle size end of the distribution should shift to larger values in the cycled MEA cathode relative to the pristine sample. This is consistent with our observation that the number of platinum particles equal to and smaller than 5 nm is reduced significantly in the cycled MEA cathode in Fig. 12a-d . This mechanism would lead to a 
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Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 152 ͑11͒ A2256-A2271 ͑2005͒ A2265 constant specific surface area in m 2 /g Pt of platinum particles on carbon across the cathode thickness in the cycled MEA cathode even though the total weight of platinum on carbon decreases from the DM/cathode interface to the cathode/membrane interface. Fig. 12a to quantify the specific surface area of platinum particles on the carbon support at 1 m from the DM/cathode interface. The histogram in Fig. 12a collected from the platinum particles located at 1 m from the DM/cathode surface can be fitted to a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 5.5 nm and a variance of 2.3 having a correlation factor of R 2 = 0.91. The mean is in good agreement with the values obtained for powder scrapped off the cycled MEA cathode surface in Fig. 7 . The surface/area averaged diameter of platinum particles on carbon 1 m from the DM/cathode interface calculated from the histogram in Fig. 12a from Eq. 1 is equal to 7.0 nm, considerably higher than that of the pristine Pt/Vulcan sample ͑3.0 nm in Table II͒ . This increase ͑7 nm/3 nm = 2.3͒ in the volume/area averaged diameter leads to reduction ͑1/2.3 = 0.43; 43% of original platinum surface area remaining in the region͒ of the platinum specific surface area in this region according to Eq. 1. As the ratio of the apparent, specific area of platinum between the fresh and cycled MEA cathode computed from the TEM-based, volume/area averaged diameters of platinum particles corresponds well to the change in the electrochemically active area ͑Table II͒, the specific surface area of platinum particles at 1 m away from the DM/cathode interface in the cycled MEA cathode was estimated as the product of this ratio and the electrochemically measured, specific surface area ͑63 m 2 /g Pt ͒ of platinum particles in the fresh MEA cathode ͑i.e., 0.43 ϫ 63 m 2 /g Pt = 27 m 2 /g Pt ͒.
Specific surface area of platinum particles (on carbon) through the cathode thickness.-We analyze the histogram in
Weight percentage of platinum particles lost in the ionomer phase.-We further analyze the histograms in Fig. 12a-d and proceed to quantify the relative weight percentages of platinum particles on the carbon support as a function of cathode thickness. Having the mean and variance fixed to those of the Gaussian distribution ͑ = 5.5 nm; 2 = 2.3͒ in Fig. 12a , the peak observed at particle sizes equal to and smaller than 10 nm in the histograms of Fig. 12b-d was fitted to Gaussian profiles with only the height of the profile allowed to change. The fit ͑at equal to and smaller than 10 nm͒ is reasonably good as evidenced in the differential plots ͑Fig. 13a-c͒ obtained by subtracting fitted Gaussian distributions ͑ = 5.5 nm; 2 = 2.3͒ from the histograms in Fig. 12b-d , respectively. The scatter of particle counts at platinum particle sizes ͑equal to and smaller than 10 nm͒ in the differential plots would improve by increasing the number of measurements within individual histograms ͑100 measurements each in Fig. 12a -d͒. This analysis further confirms that the coarsening of spherical platinum particles on carbon can be described by an Ostwald-ripening process on the nanometer scale across the cathode thickness as depicted in Fig. 3a . These differential plots ͑Fig. 13a-c͒ also reveal that the number of platinum particles with sizes greater than 10 nm ͑corresponding to nonspherical platinum particles off carbon͒ increases from the DM/cathode interface to the cathode/membrane interface, which is in good agreement with the micrometer-scale platinum growth mechanism assisted by H 2 molecules.
In order to quantify the change in the weight of platinum remaining on the carbon support, the area underneath the Gaussian profile fitted to the peak around 5-6 nm in Fig. 12a-d , which represents the weight of platinum particles on carbon across the cathode thickness, was computed. By assuming that no platinum particles were found in the ionomer phase at 1 m from the DM/cathode interface ͑as suggested by Fig. 12a͒ , the weight of platinum particles on carbon at this position would be the same as that in the fresh MEA cathode͒, which was set as 100%. The result of this analysis ͑the relative weight percentage of platinum particles as a function of cathode thickness͒ is plotted in Fig. 14. The area under the line represents the percentage in weight of platinum remaining on carbon and the shaded area above the line corresponds to that of platinum particles present in the ionomer phase. As expected from visual examination of TEM micrographs in Fig. 12a-d , the weight percentage of platinum remaining on carbon decreases while the weight percentage of platinum deposited in the ionomer phase increases, reaching 35 wt % remaining on carbon and 65 wt % in the ionomer phase near the membrane/cathode interface in Fig. 14 . The increasing weight percentage of platinum in the ionomer phase toward the cathode/ membrane interface can be explained by the fact that the flux of crossover H 2 required for platinum precipitation in the ionomer phase ͑for example, H 2 + Pt 2+ → 2H + + Pt͒ is the highest at the cathode/membrane interface in the cathode and it decreases considerably with increasing distance from the cathode/membrane interface upon fast electro-oxidation and depletion of H 2 in the cathode during cathode potential cycling between 0.6 and 1.0 V vs RHE.
Relative contributions of the nanometer and micrometer-scale coarsening processes.-The electrochemically active surface area of platinum across the cathode thickness depends on the weight and size distribution of platinum particles remaining on the carbon support as the platinum particles in the ionomer phase are not active ͑no electrical contact͒. As the mean platinum particle size on carbon remains unchanged across the cathode thickness ͑Fig. 12a-d͒ and the percentage in weight of platinum on carbon decreases ͑Fig. 14͒, the electrochemically active area of platinum in the cycled cathode ͑i.e., the platinum surface area on carbon͒ can be estimated as the product of the specific platinum area in m 2 /g Pt of platinum particles on carbon and the weight percentage of platinum on carbon ͑Fig. 14͒ relative to the fresh MEA cathode. As discussed previously, the specific area of platinum particles on carbon is 27 m 2 /g Pt at 1 m from the DM/cathode interface ͑Fig. 10a and 12a in the cycled cathode in comparison to 63 m 2 /g Pt ͑Table II͒ in the fresh cathode. The percentage of the electrochemically active surface area of platinum particles ͑solid circles͒ relative to the fresh MEA cathode as a function of cathode thickness is shown in Fig. 15 . The averaged percentage of the electrochemically active surface area relative to the fresh MEA cathode across the cathode thickness ͑the average of the lower shaded region in Fig. 15͒ should correspond to the ratio of the specific surface area of platinum between the fresh and cycled MEA cathodes. A total of 37% of the original platinum specific surface area in the fresh MEA cathode ͑Table II͒ is retained in the cycled MEA cathode, which is in fairly reasonable agreement with the averaged proportion ͑29%͒ of the active area across the entire cycled cathode relative to the refresh cathode in Fig. 15 .
Relative contributions to the overall platinum surface area loss from the two different processes, namely the nanometer-scale Ostwald ripening on the carbon support and the micrometer-scale production and migration of mobile platinum species and precipitation of platinum particles in the ionomer phase, are compared in Fig. 15 and discussed here. The platinum surface area loss associated with platinum precipitation in the ionomer phase is highlighted by the upper shaded region in Fig. 14 ͑triangular symbols͒ and Fig. 15 ͑the upper line and triangular symbols͒. The additional loss in platinum surface area induced by the Ostwald ripening process of platinum particles on the carbon support corresponds to the white region in Fig. 15 in between the upper and lower shaded regions. Although the micrometer-scale platinum precipitation mechanism dominates near the cathode/membrane interface, the contributions of these two parallel mechanisms to the overall platinum surface area loss averaged over the entire cathode are similar: each mechanism is responsible for platinum area loss roughly one-third of the original platinum area in the fresh MEA cathode, as shown in Fig. 15 . One could further pose the question: what would the platinum area loss in the voltage cycling experiment have been in the absence of crossover H 2 molecules in the cathode, ͑i.e., in the absence of the micrometerscale dissolution/precipitation process͒? In this case, the Ostwald ripening process would have been homogeneous across the entire cathode, which would result in an overall loss of ϳ57% in platinum surface area or 43% for the remaining platinum area as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 15 at the DM/cathode interface. Our cycling experiments result in the overall loss of 63% for the platinum surface area ͑Table II͒, where both mechanisms were active. Therefore, we speculate that reducing crossover H 2 in the cathode would have a minor impact on the overall platinum area loss in these voltage cycling experiments.
Caution should be exercised in interpreting the absolute values of such percentages computed from a small number of measurements ͑100 measurements per histogram͒ in the TEM images of the cycled MEA cathode. Our TEM analyses preclude any Pt particle aggregates on the carbon support, and the number and the size of these aggregates increase toward the cathode/membrane interface. Therefore, the electrochemically active surface area quantified from the TEM measurements for the entire cycled cathode is expected to be moderately smaller than the electrochemically measured value, which is consistent with the results in Fig. 15 ͑TEM quantification͒ and Table II ͑electrochemical measurements͒.
TEM studies of platinum particles in the ionomer phase.-Bright-field TEM images and the selected area electron diffraction pattern collected from one nonspherical platinum particle off carbon support are shown in Fig 16a-c, respectively . The diffraction pattern corresponds to the ͓011͔ zone axis of the platinum crystal structure, which indicates that the nonspherical particle is, in fact, a single crystal. This result is further confirmed by highresolution TEM imaging shown in Fig. 16d , which shows that the lattice fringes are continuous from one branch to the other. In addition, a considerable number of equiaxed platinum particles were found off carbon support near the cathode/membrane interface in the cycled MEA sample, as shown in Fig. 17a . Selected area electron diffraction analysis confirmed that these equiaxed platinum particles were single crystals ͑Fig. 17b͒. These crystals were in the range Figure 13 . ͑a͒-͑c͒ The resulting histograms from subtracting the fitted Gaussian distributions ͑with = 5.5 nm and 2 = 2.3 fixed to that of Fig. 12a and only the height allowed varying͒ from the histograms in Fig. 12b-d, respectively . Relative platinum surface area loss ͑solid triangles͒ on the nanometer-scale ͑Ostwald ripening on the carbon support͒ and the micrometer-scale ͑diffusion of oxidized platinum species and precipitation of platinum particles in the ionomer phase͒ mechanisms across the cathode after 10,000 voltage cycles ͑shown in Fig. 4͒ . The lower line depicts the percentages ͑solid circles͒ of the remaining electrochemically active platinum surface area ͑on the carbon support͒ across the electrode ͑lower gray region͒. The upper gray region corresponds to the platinum surface area lost by platinum precipitation in the ionomer phase. The white region depicts the relative platinum surface area lost associated with Ostwald ripening of platinum on the carbon support. from ϳ10 to ϳ50 nm and the presence of these crystals is reflected in the histogram of platinum particles near the cathode/membrane interface in Fig. 12d . It is believed the crossover H 2 molecules play an important role in the shapes of these equiaxed crystals, similar to the observation of square and rectangular platinum crystals grown in H 2 at 600°C reported by Schmidt et al. 36 The formation mechanism of these crystals will be explored further and reported in a separate paper.
General Discussion and Conclusions
Measurements of a Pt/C electrocatalyst sample in 0.5 M H 2 SO 4 at 80°C showed that the equilibrium concentration of dissolved platinum species increased with rising voltage ͑Fig. 1͒. However, the measured voltage dependence did not follow the Nernstian behavior for Pt/Pt 2+ dissolution equilibrium. This discrepancy with the published literature 15, 23 is not fully understood at this time. Voltage dependence of platinum surface area loss in the cathode was observed in situ in two steady-state short stacks of PEMFCs at OCV ͑ϳ0.95 V͒ and load ͑ϳ0.75 V͒. As expected from increasing equilibrium concentrations of dissolved platinum species at high voltages, platinum surface area loss was significantly higher for the short-stack operated at OCV than the other operated at ϳ0.75 V.
It has been known for some time that voltage cycling accelerates platinum surface area loss. 22, 25, 26 Although the exact nature of this phenomenon is unknown, it is hypothesized that the interruption or reduction of relatively corrosion-resistant, steady-state oxide or hydroxide coverage of platinum during voltage transient to low potentials leads to accelerated production of oxidized platinum species ͑such as Pt 2+ ͒ mobile in the ionomer phase upon subsequent voltage cycling to high potentials. In this study, cross-sectional TEM data and analyses unambiguously confirmed that coarsening of platinum particles occurred via two different processes: Ostwald ripening on the carbon support at the nanometer scale, and migration of soluble ͑oxidized͒ platinum species on the micrometer scale and chemical precipitation of platinum particles in the cathode ionomer phase, as depicted in Fig. 3a .
At the DM/cathode interface in the absence of hydrogen molecules, oxidized platinum species ͑such as Pt 2+ ͒ produced at high potentials are mobile in the ionomer phase, and they preferentially become reduced on relatively large platinum particles upon subsequent potential cycling to low potentials. Such a process driven by reduction in the surface energy of platinum particles is referred to as Ostwald ripening. [37] [38] [39] This coarsening mechanism would result in a particle size distribution on the carbon support that has a larger mean particle size and wider distribution as compared to the start of the experiment. These particles are electrically connected and take part in the electrochemical reaction. Cross-sectional TEM analyses of this study revealed that the coarsening of platinum particles on carbon governed by the Ostwald ripening was uniform across the cathode thickness, which contributed to roughly 50% of the overall platinum area loss ͑white area in Fig. 15͒ in the cycled MEA cathode.
At the membrane/cathode interface, sufficient hydrogen flux chemically reduces oxidized platinum species ͑such as Pt 2+ ͒ in the Figure 16 . ͑a͒ A low magnification bright-field and ͑b͒ a high magnification bright-field TEM image, ͑c͒ the zone axis diffraction pattern, and ͑d͒ a highresolution TEM image collected from a nonspherical platinum particle found off carbon support in the cycled MEA cathode.
ionomer phase, which leads to nucleation and growth of platinum particles in the cathode ionomer phase ͑for example, Pt 2+ + H 2 → Pt + 2H + ͒. Our TEM analyses of the cycled cathode ͑with flowing N 2 on the cathode͒ showed the presence of platinum single crystals in the cathode ionomer phase close to the membrane/ cathode interface. Although Ross 18 first conceptualized the coarsening mechanism on the micrometer scale and Darling and Meyers 27, 28 provided the most comprehensive model of the mechanism to date, they failed to consider chemical reduction of dissolved platinum species with crossover hydrogen. They relied on electrochemical reduction of the dissolved platinum on the anode side of the MEA only, which cannot account for the presence of platinum particles in the membrane nor in the cathode ionomer phase. Platinum particles precipitating in the cathode ionomer phase are electronically disconnected and do not take part in the electrochemical reaction. In this study, we showed that the micrometer-scale platinum coarsening mechanism was dominant near the cathode/membrane interface where the crossover H 2 flux in the cathode is the highest ͑Fig. 15͒, which contributed to roughly 50% of total platinum area loss over the entire cycled cathode.
The location of platinum precipitation ͑in the cathode or in the membrane͒ is primarily controlled by the availability of hydrogen that permeates from the anode to the cathode. In the case of fuel cell operation with the presence of air ͑oxygen͒, the hydrogen concentration is reduced significantly by chemical reduction of oxidized platinum species ͑such as Pt 2+ ͒ and precipitation of platinum particles in the membrane close to ͑but away from͒ the cathode/ membrane interface. This position in the membrane depends upon relative partial pressures of hydrogen and oxygen and their relative permeability through the membrane. In the absence of air ͑in our potential cycling experiments with flowing N 2 at the cathode͒, the crossover hydrogen concentration decreases sharply at the membrane/cathode interface as a result of fast H 2 electro-oxidation at the cathode potential ͑0.6-1.0 V vs RHE͒. In both cases, hydrogen flux diminishes to zero as it moves toward the DM/cathode interface.
These two processes occurring in parallel result in an overall particle size distribution tailing toward large particle sizes. In general, the distribution toward small particle sizes represents nanometer-scale Ostwald ripening, whereas the distribution with platinum particle sizes greater than 10 nm is caused by the micrometer-scale platinum diffusion/precipitation mechanism. The overall particle size distributions can easily be misinterpreted if the simultaneous presence of the two platinum area loss mechanisms is not considered. Because X-ray diffraction analysis of particle size growth includes platinum particles both on the carbon support and in the ionomer phase, with the latter not being electrochemically active, it cannot be used to determine the electrochemically active platinum surface area for the aged cathode, where a significant fraction of platinum is precipitated in the ionomer phase ͑in the case of voltage cycled electrodes͒. 
